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Kia Orana. We have more great news for most Broadband 
customers with changes to our plans coming into effect on 
1 June 2012, with faster speeds, cheaper pricing and more 
capacity, depending on the plan. 

Outer Islands internet is also in for a boost as we move to a 
new satellite, providing more capacity and improving service 
for each island.

You can follow us on facebook to find out the latest news, views 
and specials, and to tell us what you think.

Faster, cheaper, MORE BROADBAND
It just keeps getting better. From 1 June we’re increasing speeds, 
reducing prices, and increasing caps on most Broadband plans.

*New Broadband changes will take effect 1 June 2012. For more details contact one of our friendly 
staff today or check out Telecom on facebook at http://www.facebook.com/Telecom CI

We’re turning up the speed with the Standard, Value, Plus, Extra and Super Plans up to 100% faster!

Cheaper pricing to fatten your wallet, for the Extra, Super, Ultra, Mega and Outer Islands plans saving up to 
$250 a month. And yes we’re increasing data caps on the Standard, Value, Plus, Extra, and Outer Islands plans.

DATA: 1.75GB
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Broadband 

rates

Standard Plan Plus Plan Extra Plan
DATA: 5GBDATA: 3.5GB

Speed: up to 256kb/s Speed: up to 512kb/s
Excess: 7cents/mb Excess: 5cents/mb

Speed: up to 512kb/s
Excess: 5.5cents/mb

$59/month $139/month$99/month

New Plan!
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IN store WT19
With superb sound quality, the powerful 
Sony Ericsson “Live with Walkman” 
android smartphone blasts music into a 
new era. Crank up the volume and listen 
loud - without distortion. Discover new 
music and find new tracks with the media 
discover application, and tell the world 
you          them when you share your 
discoveries on facebook.

Tele

$389ONLY
while stocks last.

“We’re increasing speeds, reducing prices, and giving more Broadband capacity on most plans”

Keep up to date and find out what’s happening by following us on 
facebook http://www.facebook.com/TelecomCI

Heard the latest? Join us on facebook 

Improving Service

10% Discount 
Voucher

Cut out and present this voucher 
during the month of May, and 
receive 10% off the purchase 

price of this phone!

We’re consistently looking for ways to improve our services and reduce our prices. 

We have just recently signed a contract for new satellite service with increased capacity (doubling the current 
capacity) for the Outer Islands.

This project runs until the end of May when we expect to have all the Outer Islands satellite 
dishes repositioned and fully operational. The southern group was completed on 29 April 
2012.

So what does this mean for you?

- Improved quality of calls for landline and mobile; 
- Improved quality of internet services; and
- Internet service to more customers.

New satellite 
brings new 
improvements to 
Outer Islands!


